
DomeHome 
UNHCR standard – self-standing family tent
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A 1x Outer tent (guy lines pre-installed)
B 1x Inner tent (pre-installed)
C 1x Inner partition (pre-stitched in inner tent)
D 2x Grey poles (crossing arches)
E 1x Orange pole (middle arches)
F 2x Blue poles (front and back arch)
G 1x Green pole (ridge pole)
H 1x Shade cover (guy lines pre-attached)
I 14x J-pegs 30 cm length
J 6x T-pegs 40 cm length
K 1x Repair kit
L 1x Hammer
M 1x Assembly Manual

Packing list

Ideal to assemble 
this tent.

Technical drawing
(All measurements in cm)
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PEGS

POLES

ACCESSORIES
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(i) Unpack the package and take aside the bags with 
poles and accessories. (ii) Remove the bag.  
(iii) Unroll the bundle.

Min. 6 m

Min. 9.5 m

Place the package at the exact place where the tent will  
be erected.
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Firmly join the colour-coded sections together. 
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A
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Slide the colour-coded poles through their  
respective sleeves. 
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Grey pole - cross pole
Orange pole - middle pole
Green pole - ridge pole

Push the tent upwards from inside at the middle while 
inserting grey poles and orange poles into the tips of 
the base plates.  
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Slide the blue front and back arches through the 
sleeves and insert the tips of the poles into the base 
plates. 
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D, E, F & G
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Watch the assembly video online:  
nrsrelief.com/products/domehome/
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Assembly instructions

Wrap all Velcro straps around the respective poles.
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Pull out the corners to tension the groundsheet. Secure 
base plates with, J-pegs (I). 
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Secure the base of the tent with J-pegs.

Secure the green pole to the middle of the blue pole 
using the clip on both sides of the tent.
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If possible, dig a trench and bury and fill the mudflap 
with stones, dirt and rocks. 
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1: Use large T-pegs (J) to secure the four main  
    corner ropes.   
2: Use J-pegs (I) to secure the other ropes. 
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UNHCR standard – self-standing family tent
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Outer tent

Poles

Inner tent

Mesh Windows

Attach the shade net to the blue poles in the tent 
using Velcro loops.
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DomeHome Assembly instructions

1: Place the shade cover (H) on top of the tent and close 
Velcro straps to position shade net. 
2: Tie the remaining guy ropes to the pegs. 
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Tear

Cover hole with PE Fabric patch and stitch to 
outer tent with needle thread. Stick duct tape over 
the seams to make them waterproof.

Cover with duct tape 
on both sides.

1. Needles

2. Thread

4. Duct Tape

5. PE Fabric

Hole

Pole crack

Straighten pole and slide repair 
sleeve over break.

Fix repair 
sleeve in place 
with duct tape.

4. Duct tape

Tear

1. Needles

1. Needles

2. Thread

2. Thread

1. Needles

1. Needles

2. Thread

2. Thread

6. Mesh

6. Mesh

Hole

Cover hole with 
Mesh patch and 
stitch with needle 
+ thread.

Cover hole with 
PE Fabric patch 
and stitch with 
needle + thread.

Repair tear with 
needle + thread.

Repair tear with 
needle + thread.

3. Repair  
    sleeve

2 x Needles Thread 3 x Repair Sleeve Duct Tape PE Tape Mesh

1 2 3 4 5 6

Repair manual
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